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European airlines are among the least profitable in the world: what 
is the adaptation scenario? 
 
At a time when it appears vital to capture the growth potential in Asia, European 
airlines are stumbling due to aggressive competition from low cost operators 
and airlines from the Gulf. Currently, they are among the least profitable in the 
world. Faced with these new constraints, what changes are conceivable? 
 
Airlines are facing major challenges 
 

 Growing competitive pressure  
 
Whereas the American internal market was opened up to competition in 1978, the European 
Union only liberalised its domestic market from 1997. Since then, all European airlines have 
the possibility to create routes within the region without traffic restrictions and can freely set 
their prices. The creation of this single market has favoured the entry of new players, mainly 
low cost airlines, causing a substantial fall in prices of domestic flights. To this end, the number 
of routes flown by more than two competitors quadrupled between 1992 and 20121. 
At the same time, further competition has increased even more rapidly on long haul routes, 
from airlines in the Gulf who have registered excellent performances. This is particularly due to 
the aggressive strategy of public authorities whose objective is to boost the region. The stakes 
of airlines from the Gulf in European airlines have accelerated recently, due to their failure to 
obtain new traffic rights. 
 

 Towards a movement of hubs 
 
With a market penetration of 51,000 seats per 
million inhabitants, the European market seems 
relatively well developed. The elasticity 
between the increase in riches and air traffic 
appears to be much higher in emerging 
countries. For a 10% rise in GDP, air transport 
demand in these countries has increased by 
20% - compared to 15% for developed 
countries. The biggest growth potential is 
located in Asia, both for now and in the future. 
For example, in China, between 1992 and 2012 
the number of weekly flights rose from 20,184 
to 52,6512.  
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2 IATA (2007), Estimating air travel elasticities, December	
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The entire European airline sector is weakened by these new constraints. European airlines 
have become the least profitable in the world, as shown by the profit warnings issued by Air 
France and Lufthansa in 2014. Furthermore, the European Union is suffering on account of 
airport under-capacities linked to a deficit in investment. This saturation could reduce the 
prospects for capturing demand and could increase operating costs by 50% by 20503. 
 
Towards an American scenario? 
 
"Faced with this growing competitive pressure, two scenarios are conceivable: invest 
massively to capture growing demand, or merge to survive. This second hypothesis seems to 
us to be the most probable, if we consider the changes observed in the American domestic 
market, which has experienced extensive mergers" comments Guillaume Baqué, Coface 
economist. 
  
In the United States, the changes resulting from the federal Airline Deregulation Act, in 
October 1978, have been implemented over three distinct phases: 
 

 Phase 1: increase in the number of passengers due to the rollout of new low cost 
players.  
Freely setting prices has enabled a wider diversity of supply and an increase in the 
aircraft load factor, in part following the yield management invented by Delta Airlines in 
1984.  
 

 Phase 2: since 2008, merging of the market, following a growing number of players 
which affects the sector’s profitability. 
Delta purchased Northwest, Southwest purchased AirTrans and American Airlines will 
merge with US Airways. The seven largest airlines from the 1990s have formed three 
air transportation giants. 
 

 Phase 3: restrictions in capacities to achieve economies of scale linked to the 
streamlining of networks, through the reduction in the number of hubs and consequent 
increase in revenues due to related expenses. 
 

In Europe a first wave of mergers has occurred (Air France/KLM, Lufthansa/Swiss Air Lines, 
British Airways/Iberia, etc.), but the hoped-for profitability still remains too low. A further 
merging movement, comparable to phase 2 of the American scenario, is probable. However, if 
the emergence of super players in the European Union could enable foreign competition to be 
tackled, it would be accompanied by new issues such as a possible reduction in destinations 
and a rise in prices.  
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About Coface 
 
The Coface Group, a worldwide leader in creditinsurance, offerscompaniesaround the globe solutions 
to protectthemagainst the risk of financial default of their clients, both on the domesticmarket and for 
export. In 2013, the Group, supported by its 4,440 staff,posted a consolidated turnover of €1.440 bil-
lion.Presentdirectly or indirectlyin 98 countries, itsecures transactions of over 37,000 companies in 
more than 200 countries.Each quarter, Coface publishesitsassessments of country risk for 160 coun-
tries, based on its unique knowledge of companies’ paymentbehaviour and on the expertise of its 350 
underwriterslocated close to clients and theirdebtors. 
In France, Coface manages export public guarantees on behalf of the French State. 

www.coface.com 
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